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Glossary

Acute myeloid leukemia (AML): a clonal hematopoietic malignancy character-

ized by overproduction of immature myeloid cells (blasts) with a block in

differentiation.

Blast: the malignant cell in acute leukemia, characterized by a non-terminally

differentiated hematopoietic cell.

Cancer stem cell: rare cells present in tumors that are defined functionally by

their ability to transfer the malignancy on xenotransplantation into an

immunodeficient recipient animal (usually NOD-SCID mice). Synonyms

include cancer-initiating cells and tumorigenic cells.

Cancer stem-cell hypothesis: this states that tumors are maintained in their

host by a small population of stem-like cancer cells that have the capacity for

indefinite self-renewal. Cancer must either originate from cells, such as normal

tissue stem cells, that already possess the capacity for self-renewal or else self-

renewal must be acquired aberrantly during tumorigenesis.

Cell of origin of leukemia: defined as the cell in which the first leukemia-

specific genetic event, such as a chromosomal translocation or mutation, has

occurred. The cell of origin of a leukemia might be different from the leukemic

stem cell that is present once the leukemia is established because the

phenotype and properties might change during leukemogenesis.

Chronic myeloid leukemia (CML): a myeloproliferative disease characterized by

clonal overproduction of maturing myeloid cells and disease progression

towards blast crisis, a condition resembling AML. CML is caused by the

product of the Philadelphia chromosome, the BCR–ABL fusion tyrosine kinase.

Committed myeloid progenitor: a hematopoietic cell that has the capacity to

differentiate into one or more myeloid cell lineages based on colony-forming

assays and transplantation but has limited self-renewal capacity.

Leukemia stem cell (LSC): cancer stem cells were first identified in AML and

designated as leukemia-initiating cells or leukemia stem cells.

Minimal residual disease (MRD): evidence for the presence of residual

malignant cells, even when so few cancer cells are present that they cannot

be detected by histopathology or cytogenetics. Some methods for detecting

MRD include flow cytometry and reverse-transcriptase PCR for fusion

transcripts.

Molecular remission: the absence of leukemia-specific fusion transcripts

detected by reverse-transcriptase PCR.

Myeloproliferative disease (MPD): a group of clonal hematopoietic diseases

originating in multipotent hematopoietic stem/progenitor cells that is char-

acterized by overproduction of mature myeloid cells of particular lineages.

MPDs include CML (overproduction of neutrophils), polycythemia vera [(PV)

overproduction of erythrocytes], essential thrombocythemia [(ET) overproduc-

tion of platelets] and primary myelofibrosis (marrow fibrosis with extrame-

dullary hematopoiesis).

NOD–SCID mice: non-obese diabetic–severe combined immunodeficiency

mice. These mice lack mature B and T lymphocytes and functional natural

killer cells and will accept hematopoietic cell grafts from humans.

Self-renewal: self-renewal reflects the ability of a stem cell to divide

asymmetrically, yielding one daughter cell that can differentiate and another

that maintains pluripotent stem-cell function. For both normal HSCs and LSCs,

self-renewal is defined rigorously by serial transplantation, enabling regenera-

tion of cells with the ability for multi-lineage hematopoietic repopulation (for

HSCs) or propagation of leukemia (for LSCs). It is distinct from proliferation,
Less than a third of adults with acute myeloid leukemia
(AML) are cured by current treatments, emphasizing the
need for new approaches to therapy. The discovery over
a decade ago that myeloid leukemias originate from rare
stem-like cells that can transfer the disease to immuno-
deficient mice suggested that these ‘leukemia stem
cells’ (LSCs) are responsible for relapse of leukemia
following conventional or targeted cancer therapy and
that eradication of LSCs might be necessary to cure the
disease permanently. Several recent studies have pro-
vided insight into the signaling pathways underlying the
LSC phenotype and have also described approaches to
eliminate LSCs with antibodies. Here, we review recent
advances in LSC research and discuss novel therapeutic
strategies to specifically target LSCs.

The leukemia (cancer) stem-cell hypothesis
Leukemia is a group of malignant diseases of the blood
system characterized by uncontrolled overproduction of
leukocytes (white blood cells) that are either immature
(acute leukemia) or terminally differentiated (chronic leu-
kemia) (Box 1 and Figure 1). Leukemia can be further
subdivided by whether the malignant leukocytes are of
myeloid origin (cells of granulocyte, monocyte, erythroid or
megakaryocyte lineage) or lymphoid origin (B-cell, T-cell or
natural killer-cell lineage). Currently, acute leukemia is
treated by administration of cytotoxic chemotherapy,
which is intended to kill the majority of the leukemic cells.
For certain high-risk patients, allogeneic hematopoietic
stem-cell (HSC) transplantation is indicated to achieve
more extensive eradication of leukemia and to induce
immune responses against the disease. By contrast, gener-
ally, the chronic leukemias are controlled by drugs that
suppress leukocyte production; in the case of chronic
myeloid leukemia (CML; see Glossary) and other con-
ditions that are associated with dysregulated tyrosine
kinases, agents that inhibit the activity of the relevant
kinase are the mainstay of therapy.

For many years, it has been appreciated that most
cancers, including leukemia, are heterogeneous in their
growth potential. Only a minor fraction of leukemia blasts
(immature malignant hematopoietic cells) isolated from
patients can grow or form colonies in vitro or can prolifer-
ate in vivo [1]. Two possibilities could explain this: either,
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all leukemic cells have the same low growth potential or
the clonogenic and leukemogenic activity might reside in a
minor, more primitive fraction of the leukemia cell popu-
lation. In 1994, a seminal paper from John Dick and
which might generate daughter cells that both lack pluripotency.

Xenotransplantation: transplantation of human hematopoietic cells into

immunodeficient mice (such as NOD–SCID mice).

d. doi:10.1016/j.molmed.2007.09.003
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Box 1. Types of leukemia and their treatment

Acute myeloid leukemias (AMLs)

Classification: old French American British (FAB) classification – M0

(undifferentiated), M1 (myeloblastic, without maturation), M2

(myeloblastic, with maturation), M3 (promyelocytic), M4 (myelomo-

nocytic), M5a (monoblastic), M5a (monocytic), M6 (erythrocytic), M7

(megakaryoblastic)

Immunophenotype: generally CD13+, CD33+, CD15+, myeloperox-

idase (MPO)+, CD117+

Cytogenetic and molecular characteristics:

M2 and others: t(8;21)(q22;q22); AML1–ETO fusion

M4 eo: inv(16) or t(16;16)(p13;22); CBFb–MYH11 fusion

M3: t(15;17)(q22;q12); PML–RARa fusion (and other variant 17q12

translocations)

M4/M5 and others: 11q23 (MLL) abnormalities

M0–M5: activating mutations in FLT3, a receptor tyrosine kinase

Treatment: cytarabine or daunorubicin, all-trans retinoic acid

(ATRA) in M3, hematopoietic stem-cell transplantation, gemtuzu-

mab ozogamicin (Mylotarg1), FLT3 kinase inhibitors

Clinical challenges and problems: multi-drug resistance, relapse of

leukemia following remission

Chronic myeloid leukemia (CML)

Classification: chronic phase (CP), accelerated phase (AP), blast

crisis (BC)

Cytogenetic and molecular characteristics: t(9;22)(q34;q11); BCR–

ABL fusion

Treatment: ABL kinase inhibitors (imatinib (Gleevec1), dasatinib,

nilotinib); interferon-a; hematopoietic stem-cell transplantation

Clinical challenges and problems: acquired resistance to kinase-

inhibitor therapy, lack of molecular remissions (imatinib does not

target quiescent leukemic stem cells harboring BCR–ABL)

Acute lymphoblastic leukemias (ALL)

Classification: FAB classification– small uniform cells (L1), large

varied cells (L2), large varied cells with vacuoles (L3)

Immunophenotype: generally CD19+, CD10+, CD20+/–, terminal

deoxynucleotidyl transferase (TdT)+

Cytogenetic and molecular characteristics:

t(9;22) (q34;q11.2); BCR–ABL fusion

t(v;11q23); MLL fusions

t(12;21) (p13;q22); TEL–AML1 fusion

t(1;19)(q23;p13.3); E2A–PBX1 fusion

Treatment: cytarabine/daunorubicin/corticosteroids, hematopoietic

stem-cell transplantation

Clinical challenges and problems: multi-drug resistance, relapse of

leukemia following remission

Chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL)

Classification: B-lymphoid (majority), T-lymphoid (uncommon)

Immunophenotype: B-lymphoid – CD19+, CD20+, CD23+, CD43+,

CD5+, monotypic light-chain expression; T-lymphoid – CD2+, CD3+,

CD5+, CD7+, variable expression of CD4 and/or CD8

Cytogenetic and molecular characteristics: del(13q14); del(11q);

del(17p); CD38 over-expression

Treatment: chemotherapy (chlorambucil, fludarabine), rituximab,

alemtuzumab

Clinical challenges and problems: eventual disease progression that

is refractory to therapy
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colleagues showed that, for human acutemyeloid leukemia
(AML), the latter was true: only leukemic blasts with the
immature cell-surface phenotype CD34+CD38� (Table 1),
comprising aminority of the total population, were capable
of transferring AML to immunodeficient severe combined
immunodeficiency (SCID) mice [2]. This and related obser-
vations led to the cancer stem-cell hypothesis, which pos-
tulates that many tumors are maintained by a small
www.sciencedirect.com
population of stem-like cancer cells that have the capacity
for indefinite self-renewal [3]. If this hypothesis is correct,
cancer must either originate from normal tissue stem cells
that already possess the capacity for self-renewal or
else this property is acquired aberrantly during tumori-
genesis [4,5]. Cancer stem cells are defined functionally by
their ability to transfer the malignancy on xenotransplan-
tation into an immunodeficient recipient animal, usually
non-obese diabetic (NOD) –SCID mice; hence, the terms
‘cancer-initiating’ or ‘tumorigenic’ cells might be more
accurate. Since the description of AML stem cells, leuke-
mia-initiating cells have been described in acute lympho-
blastic leukemia (ALL) [6] and multiple myeloma [7].
Recently, similar tumorigenic cells have also been ident-
ified in breast [8], central nervous system [9], colorectal
[10] and pancreatic [11] cancers, although we understand
far more of the biology of leukemia stem cells (LSCs) than
of their counterparts from solid tumors.

LSCs are also postulated, but not proven, to be
responsible for a familiar and frustrating clinical scenario
– the relapse of disease following a remission induced by
cytotoxic or targeted therapy. In AML, conventional che-
motherapy will produce remission (in which bone-marrow
morphology and cytogenetics are normal and blasts com-
prise <5% of marrow cells) in over 70% of patients,
although the majority will relapse within 5 years despite
continued treatment [12]. In CML, the breakpoint cluster
region (BCR)–Abelson (ABL) tyrosine-kinase inhibitor
imatinib mesylate induces hematological and cytogenetic
remissions in nearly every patient treated in the early
(chronic) phase of the disease, although molecular remis-
sions (defined by the absence of BCR–ABL transcripts
detected by reverse-transcriptase PCR) are observed
rarely [13] and most patients relapse if imatinib treatment
is stopped [14]. Hence, LSC eradicationmight be necessary
to cure leukemia.

There have been several recent and exciting advances in
LSC research. New markers for AML stem cells should
enable better quantitation of persistent or minimal
residual disease (MRD) following therapy [15]. Studies
in mouse model systems have revealed the importance
of the phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase (PI3K) signaling path-
way in LSCs [16] and have shed light on their self-renewal
pathways [17]. New approaches to target the engraftment
and survival of LSCs specifically with antibodies have been
developed [18,19]. This review will have a principal focus
on myeloid LSCs. We will review the properties of myeloid
LSCs and describe their signaling and self-renewal path-
ways. We will discuss recent LSC studies in mouse model
systems and conclude by considering strategies to elimin-
ate LSCs specifically through the use of drugs and anti-
bodies.

Properties of myeloid LSCs
The development of a xenotransplantation assay for AML
stem cells enabled them to be characterized physically.
Subsequent work from the Dick laboratory demonstrated
that NOD–SCID mice were superior to SCID mice for the
engraftment of human AML and also confirmed that LSCs
were found exclusively in the immature CD34+CD38�

fraction, regardless of the morphological subtype of



Figure 1. Diagram of normal myeloid development and the relationship to leukemic cells and LSCs. Multipotential stem and progenitor cells, including long-term

repopulating (LTR) and short-term repopulating (STR) stem cells and multipotential progenitors (MPPs), are depicted in blue on the left. Committed progenitors, including

common myeloid progenitors (CMPs), granulocyte–macrophage progenitors (GMPs), megakaryocyte–erythroid progenitors (MEPs) and the colony-forming units (CFUs) for

granulocytes (CFU-Gs), macrophages (CFU-Ms), erythroid (CFU-E) and megakaryocytes (CFU-Mks), are depicted in orange in the middle. Differentiating myeloid cells,

recognizable by their distinct morphology, are shown at the right. The malignant cells in acute and chronic myeloid leukemia are indicated by red boxes; leukemic blasts for

the different FAB subclasses of AML (M0 through M7) correspond approximately to the different normal blasts in each lineage, whereas CML chronic-phase cells

correspond to terminally differentiated granulocytes. By contrast, the LSCs for acute and chronic myeloid leukemias are restricted to rare multipotential and committed

progenitors, as indicated by the blue boxes.
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AML. LSCs proliferate and renew themselves in vivo and
generate clonogenic [blast or AML colony-forming units
(AML–CFU)] and more differentiated (CD34+CD38+) AML
cells, suggesting that AML is organized as a hierarchy
originating from a primitive hematopoietic progenitor [20]
(Figure 1). Using a lentivirus (whichmarks cells clonally by
provirus integration) to track individual LSCs that were
transplanted serially from primary to secondary to tertiary
recipient mice, some LSCs that contributed to long-term
(i.e. persisting for >12 weeks) leukemogenesis in primary
recipients gave only short-term (4–8-week) leukemic repo-
pulation in secondary recipients, whereas some long-term
LSCs (‘quiescent’ LSCs) arose only in secondary or tertiary
recipients [21]. The normal HSC population contains a
similar hierarchy of cells with long- and short-term repo-
pulating potential [22], which suggested that, in AML, the
initial target cell for transformation might have originated
from within the HSC compartment. However, other stu-
dies have demonstrated that, unlike normal HSCs [23],
LSCs generally lack expression of Thy-1 (CD90) [24] and c-
Kit (CD117) [25] but do express interleukin (IL)-3 receptor
www.sciencedirect.com
a (CD123) [26] (Table 1). In addition, recent studies suggest
that LSCs from most AMLs express the early myeloid
antigen CD33 [27] and the novel antigen C-type lectin-like
molecule-1 (CLL-1) [28]. Although CD33 might also be
expressed on some normal HSCs [27], CLL-1 is present
exclusively onmalignant but not normal CD34+CD38� cells
[15]. Hence, there are phenotypic differences between nor-
mal HSCs and LSCs in AML, which have important thera-
peutic implications. The burden of LSCs at the time of
diagnosis ofAMLhasprognostic value:AMLpatientswhose
blasts at initial diagnosis fail to engraft NOD–SCIDmice at
high cell doses (suggesting low LSC content) have superior
long-term survival [29], whereas a high frequency of phe-
notypic LSCs at diagnosis correlates with MRD following
therapy and with inferior survival [30].

In CML, by contrast, the LSCs appear to be very similar
if not identical biologically and functionally to the normal
HSCs. In chronic phase CML patients, fluorescence in situ
hybridization (FISH) demonstrates the presence of the
Philadelphia (Ph) chromosome in nearly all myeloid and
some B- and T-lymphoid cells [31], indicating that the cell



Table 1. Molecular and phenotypic characteristics of normal stem or progenitors and LSCs

Normal stem or

progenitor cells

Sp Molecular markers Cell-surface phenotype

LTR-HSC Hu ND Lin�CD34+Thy-1+ [23]; CD33+/� [27]

Mo Activated Notch [43]; activated Hedgehog [42];

activated Wnt [44]; Bmi-1 [45]; HoxB4 [40]

Lin�c-Kit+Sca-1+Thy-1lo [22]

STR-HSC Hu ND

Mo Lin�c-Kit+Sca-1+Thy-1loFlk-2+ [22]

MPP Hu ND

Mo Lin�c-Kit+Sca-1+Thy-1�Flk-2+ [22]

CMP Hu Lin�CD34+CD38+CD123loCD45RA�FcgR� [99]

Mo Lin�c-Kit+Sca-1�CD34+FcgRlo [49]

GMP Hu Lin�CD34+CD38+CD123loCD45RA+FcgR� [99]

Mo Lin�c-Kit+Sca-1�CD34+FcgRhi [49]

MEP Hu Lin�CD34+CD38+CD123�CD45RA�FcgR� [99]

Mo Lin�c-Kit+Sca-1�CD34�FcgRlo [49]

LSCs

CML CP LSC Hu BCR-ABL+ CD34+CD38� [33,34]

Mo BCR-ABL+ Lin�Sca-1+c-Kit+ [55,56]; CD44hi [18]

CML mBC LSC Hu BCR-ABL+; b-catenin [32] ND

Mo BCR-ABL+; NUP98-HOXA9+ [65] Sca-1+CD34+cKitloFlt3+CD150� [56]

AML LSC Hu Activated NF-kB [35]; activated PI3K [70]; activated

mTOR [71]

CD34+CD38� [2,20]; CD123+ [26]; CD33+/� [27]; CLL-1+/�
[15]

Mo MLL-AF9+ Lin�Kit+CD34+FcgR+ [17,61]; CD11b+ [61]

Mo CALM-AF10+ B220+CD11b�Gr-1� [64]

Mo Over-expressed HoxA9/Meis1; Bmi-1 [51] ND

Mo Pten�/�; activated mTOR [16] Lin�Sca1+c-Kit+Flk-2� [16]

Abbreviations: AML, acute myeloid leukemia; CML, chronic myeloid leukemia; CMP, common myeloid progenitor; CP, chronic phase; GMP, granulocyte-macrophage

progenitor; HSC, hematopoietic stem cell; Hu, human; Lin, lineage; LTR, long-term repopulating; mBC, myeloid blast crisis; MEP, megakaryocyte-erythroid progenitor; Mo,

mouse; MPP, multipotential progenitor; ND, not determined; Sp, species; STR, short-term repopulating.
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of origin in CML has multilineage differentiation capacity.
BCR–ABL transcripts are detected in CD34+CD38�CD90+

cells purified from CML bone marrow [32]; in normal
marrow, the CD34+CD38�CD90+ population contains vir-
tually all the HSC activity [23]. Chronic-phase CML
patient cells engraft NOD–SCID mice poorly relative to
normal HSCs [33], which has hampered the functional
characterization of LSCs from this stage of the disease,
however, the LSC activity is foundwithin the CD34+CD38–

compartment [34].
In both AML and CML, at least a portion of the LSC

population is quiescent and not cycling actively. In AML,
quiescent LSCs can be detected in vivo in serially trans-
planted mice, as described earlier [21]. The vast majority
(93–99%) of CD34+CD38� AML cells are in the G0 phase of
the cell cycle, as determined by flow cytometric measure-
ment of DNA and RNA content [35,36], and these LSCs are
resistant to in vitro treatment with 5-fluorouracil or tri-
tiated thymidine, which kill cells that are progressing
actively through the cell cycle, including the majority of
AML–CFUs [36,37]. In CML samples, BCR–ABL-expres-
sing CD34+ progenitors in the G0 phase also exist and are
capable of engrafting NOD–SCIDmice [38]. The quiescent,
non-cycling state of these LSCs might help to explain their
relative resistance to chemotherapy. Both LSCs and nor-
mal HSCs also produce high levels of the ATP-binding
cassette (ABC) family of drug transporters, including
MDR1 (multi-drug resistance-1) and ABCG2, which med-
iate the active efflux of many cancer drugs and might also
contribute to the relative chemoresistance of LSCs [39].

Mechanisms of stem-cell self-renewal
Self-renewal reflects the ability of a stem cell to divide
asymmetrically, yielding one daughter cell that can differ-
www.sciencedirect.com
entiate and another that maintains pluripotent stem-cell
function. For both normal HSCs and LSCs, self-renewal is
rigorously defined by serial transplantation, enabling the
regeneration of cells with the capacity for multilineage
hematopoietic repopulation (for HSCs) or for the propa-
gation of leukemia (for LSCs). At the molecular level, the
mechanisms controlling self-renewal of normal and leuke-
mic stem cells are understood poorly and what little we
know is based primarily on studies in mouse model sys-
tems (Table 2 and Figure 2). Several genes and signaling
pathways have a role in maintaining the ‘stemness’ of
normal murine HSCs. Over-expression of the homeodo-
main genes HoxB4 or HoxA9 in bone marrow causes
expansion of functional HSCs in vitro and in vivo
[40,41]. Activators of the hedgehog [42], Notch [43] and
Wnt [44] signaling pathways also stimulate HSC prolifer-
ation in vitro. In theWnt pathway, stimulation of cells with
Wnt ligands leads to stabilization of b-catenin, a protein
with dual function as a cytoskeletal component and latent
transcription factor, which subsequently translocates to
the nucleus and activates specific gene transcription. Over-
expression of a stabilized b-catenin mutant in HSCs
induces their expansion, whereas expression of the b-cate-
nin antagonist axin impairs HSC proliferation and their
repopulating function [44]. Lastly, the polycomb group
protein Bmi-1 has been implicated in HSC self-renewal
through loss-of-function and over-expression studies [45],
possibly acting throughmodulation of the cell cycle and the
apoptosis regulators p16 and ARF.

Origins of myeloid leukemias
It is important to recognize that the cell of origin of AML
(defined here as the cell in which the first leukemia-specific
genetic event, such as a chromosomal translocation, has



Table 2. Molecular markers of normal and malignant hematopoietic cells

Molecule Description Function

Cell surface markers

b1

integrin

CD29; adhesion receptor for fibronectin, vascular cell

adhesion molecule-1 (VCAM-1)

Required for homing and engraftment of normal HSC;

adhesion of AML LSC

CD11b Myeloid-specific aM integrin Trafficking and adhesion of mature myeloid cells

CD33 Sialoadhesin transmembrane protein Unknown; cell adhesion molecule

CD34 Sialomucin transmembrane protein Unknown; cell adhesion molecule

CD38 Transmembrane protein with cyclic ADP-ribose hydrolase

ectoenzyme activity

Positive and negative regulator of cell proliferation; cell

adhesion molecule

CD44 Receptor for hyaluronan and osteopontin; increased

on BCR-ABL+ LSC

Required for homing/engraftment of CML LSC; negative

regulator of AML LSC self-renewal

CD45RA B220 (mouse); splice variant of CD45, a transmembrane

tyrosine phosphatase

B-lymphoid marker; negative regulator of B cell receptor

signaling

CD123 Interleukin-3 receptor a chain Survival and proliferation signaling in normal cells; no known

role in LSC

CD150 SLAM (signaling lymphocyte activation molecule) family Enhances proliferation and Ig production in activated B cells;

role in HSC unknown

CLL-1 C-type lectin-like molecule l Unknown; potential adhesion/signaling molecule

c-Kit CD117; receptor tyrosine kinase for stem cell factor Survival, proliferation, and differentiation signaling

FcgR Receptor for Fc portion of IgG; expressed on phagocytes

and lymphocytes

Mediates phagocytosis; antibody-dependent cell cytotoxicity

by T/NK cells

Flk-2/Flt3 Receptor tyrosine kinase for Flt3 ligand; mutated and

activated in �35% of AML

Survival and proliferation signaling

Gr-1 Ly-6; specifically expressed on neutrophils Unknown; ?neutrophil activation

Sca-1 Stem cell antigen-1; lymphocyte activation protein-6A Positively regulates HSC self-renewal

Thy-1 CD90; GPI-linked Ig superfamily member Unknown

Intracellular markers

b-catenin Dual function as adherens junction protein and latent

transcription factor in Wnt signaling pathway

Active/nuclear in CML blast crisis LSC; proliferation and ?self-

renewal signaling

Bmi-1 Polycomb group transcription factor Regulates self-renewal of HSC and LSC through repression of

p16 and ARF

Hedgehog Ligand for Patched, a transmembrane receptor Proliferation signaling in normal HSC

HoxA9 Homeodomain transcription factor Proliferation of HSC; over-expression in AML

HoxB4 Homeodomain transcription factor Proliferation of HSC

mTOR Mammalian target of rapamycin; serine-threonine kinase Regulates cell metabolic and protein synthesis responses;

survival and proliferation in LSC

NF-kB Nuclear factor-kappa B; transcription factor activated by

inflammation and lymphoid development

Active in LSC but not HSC; role in LSC unknown but ?survival

factor

Notch Transmembrane receptor/transcription factor activated by

proteolysis following ligand (Jagged) binding

Proliferation signaling in normal HSC and many T-cell

leukemias

PTEN Phosphatase and Tensin homolog; lipid phosphatase Antagonist of PI3K; regulates HSC self-renewal; leukemia

suppressor

PI3K Phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase; lipid kinase Activated in AML LSC; proliferation and survival signaling

Wnt Ligand for Frizzled receptor, mediates stabilization and

activation of b-catenin

Proliferation signaling in normal HSC
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occurred) might or might not be the same as the LSCs
that are present once that AML is established. Several
chimeric transcription factors produced by chromosomal
translocations in human AML, including NUP98 (nucleo-
porin 98)–HOXA9 (homeobox A9), MOZ (monocytic
leukemia zinc-finger)–TIF2 (transcription intermediary
factor-2) and fusions involving the MLL (mixed lineage
leukemia) protein products [MLL–ELL (eleven-nineteen
lysine-rich leukemia), MLL–ENL (eleven-nineteen leuke-
mia), MLL–AF9 (ALL fused gene from chromosome 9)],
have transforming and leukemogenic activity when
expressed in primary mouse bone-marrow cells by retro-
viral transduction. These oncogenic transcription factors
can immortalize murine myeloid progenitors in serial
replating assays in vitro [46] and the transduced cells
can induce AML-like leukemia on transplantation into
irradiated recipient mice, providing a powerful assay for
analyzing the leukemia-initiating cells and their signaling
pathways [47].

When purified HSCs, common myeloid progenitors
(CMPs) or granulocyte–macrophage progenitors (GMPs)
www.sciencedirect.com
are transduced withMLL–ENL retrovirus, the progenitors
are immortalized in vitro and induce similar phenotypi-
cally and transplantable AMLs in recipient mice [48],
despite the fact that normal CMPs and GMPs lack self-
renewal capacity [49]. By contrast, neither common lym-
phoid progenitors nor restricted megakaryocyte–erythroid
progenitors could induce AML following transduction with
MLL–ENL [48]. This leukemogenic transcription factor
can therefore induce self-renewal capacity in myeloid pro-
genitors with granulocyte–macrophage differentiation
potential, which suggests that human AML might also
arise from committed myeloid progenitors. Similar obser-
vations have been made with MOZ–TIF2 [50] and MLL–
AF9 [17]. As with normalHSCs, Bmi-1 expressionmight be
required within LSCs for the self-renewal of AMLs induced
by dysregulated transcription factors, which have been
assessed by serial transplantation [51]. These studies
provide convincing evidence that AML can be initiated
from mutations that arise either in committed myeloid
progenitors or in HSCs and also suggest that the cell of
origin of human AMLs might be similarly promiscuous.



Figure 2. Cell-surface markers and therapeutic targets of myeloid leukemia stem cells. (a) Diagram of a normal hematopoietic stem cell (HSC), which expresses the cell-

surface markers CD34, CD90 and CD117 (right) [23]. Some of the signaling pathways known to promote expansion and self-renewal of HSCs include WNT–frizzled–b-catenin

[44], Jagged-Notch [43], Hedgehog–Patched-–Smoothened–Gli [42] and HoxA9/HoxB4 [40,41]. The polycomb group protein Bmi-1 promotes HSC maintenance through

inhibition of the cell cycle and apoptosis regulators p16 and ARF [45]. (b) Diagram of a hypothetical myeloid leukemia stem cell (LSC), some of which can express the cell-

surface markers CD33 [27], CD123 [26] and CLL-1 [28] (left). Potential agents and strategies for the eradication of LSCs are depicted in red and include antibodies and fusion

proteins as well as small-molecule inhibitors. For details, see text.
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However, not all AML-associated transcription factors
appear capable of inducing self-renewal: AML1–ETO,
the product of the t(8;21) translocation in M2 AML, is
found in phenotypically normal HSCs in some patients
in remission [52] and does not confer efficient secondary
transplantation when expressed in hematopoietic progeni-
tors [53].

In a similar mouse model of CML, transduction of
marrow with retrovirus expressing BCR–ABL followed by
transplantation into irradiated recipients inducesCML-like
www.sciencedirect.com
myeloproliferative disease (MPD) in all recipients. The
murine disease is similar to human CML: the leukemia-
initiating cells have multilineage repopulating ability [54]
and the leukemia is transplantable by transfer of
Lin�Kit+Sca1+ cells to secondary recipients [55,56]. Trans-
genic expression of BCR–ABL in CMPs and their differen-
tiated progeny is sufficient to induce MPD [57], whereas
transduction of purified CMPs or GMPs with BCR–ABL
retrovirus does not yield sustained MPD in transplant
recipients [50]. In a similar vein, the CML-like MPD that
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develops in mice with hematopoietic deficiency of JunB can
be transferred to recipient mice only by the transplantation
of phenotypic HSCs and not by committedmyeloid progeni-
tors [58]. Collectively, these observations suggest that
hematopoieticmutations that causemyeloproliferative phe-
notypes (overproduction of maturing myelo-erythroid cells
with normal differentiation), in particular those that pro-
duce dysregulated tyrosine kinases, do not activate self-
renewal pathways in committed progenitors. This, in turn,
helps to explain an old paradox inMPD.Clonality studies in
CML, polycythemia vera (PV) and essential thrombocythe-
mia (ET) indicate that the cell of origin is always a plur-
ipotentHSC[59], however, eachMPDpredominantlyaffects
only a single myeloid lineage (neutrophils in CML, red cells
in PV and platelets in ET). Our current knowledge suggests
that MPD-causative mutations might be found exclusively
in self-renewing HSCs because they cannot be sustained if
they occur in committed progenitors that lack self-renewal
capacity.

When CML progresses from chronic phase to myeloid
blast crisis, a condition resembling AML, the situation
might be different. Relative to normal or chronic-phase
CML marrow, the phenotypic GMP compartment in
patients with CML myeloid-blast crisis was expanded
and expressed transcriptionally active nuclear b-catenin
aberrantly [32]. Leukemic GMP from CML blast-crisis
patients also exhibited self-renewal capacity (in a replating
assay) that was reduced by enforced expression of axin, an
inhibitor of b-catenin signaling [32]. These observations
suggest that activation of b-catenin in CML GMP might
confer self-renewal potential and contribute to disease
progression, although the existence of bona fide LSCs in
the GMP compartment of these patients (by xenotrans-
plantation) has not yet been documented. The mechanism
of b-catenin stabilization and activation in CML blast
crisis is not clear, although direct tyrosyl phosphorylation
of b-catenin by BCR–ABL might have a role [60].

Characterization of LSCs in murine myeloid leukemia
models
Mouse retroviral models are also useful for studying the
properties of the LSCs that are present in established
murine AML that is induced by thesemutant transcription
factors. These myeloid leukemias express the myeloid
integrin CD11b predominantly and have low levels of
the granulocyte marker Gr-1, with variable expression of
c-Kit (the tyrosine-kinase receptor for stem-cell factor)
[48,50]. In AML induced by MLL–AF9, limiting-dilution
secondary-transplantation analysis estimates the fre-
quency of LSCs in leukemic spleen or bone marrow to be
0.6–0.8% [17,61]. However, AML can also be induced effi-
ciently in secondary recipients of single blast colonies
grown from the marrow or spleen of primary leukemic
mice and the frequency of these clonogenic cells is con-
siderably higher (7–30%) [17,61]. This suggests that limit-
ing-dilution transplantation might underestimate the
actual LSC frequency, perhaps owing to inefficient homing
and engraftment of single LSCs [61]. It should also be
recognized that the frequency of LSCs in some hemato-
logical malignancies might be considerably higher than in
AML. For example, nearly every malignant cell in mice
www.sciencedirect.com
with established B-lymphoma induced by a myc or N-RAS
transgene was capable of transferring disease to non-irra-
diated congenic recipients [62].

The immunophenotype of LSCs induced byMLL–AF9 is
similar to normal GMPs, which lack lineage markers and
express c-Kit, the stem or progenitor marker CD34 and the
Fc receptor for IgG (Lin�Kit+CD34+FcgRII/III

+) [17],
except that the LSCs also express CD11b (Mac-1) [61],
placing them somewhat downstream of the GMP compart-
ment. Expression of more differentiated myeloid antigens
(CD34, FcgRII/III and CD11b) by these murine LSCs is in
contrast to human AML, in which the LSCs are
CD34+CD38� (and in which CD34 is a marker of stem
cells and not of myeloid progenitors) [20]. However, this
might be characteristic of AML expressing MLL–AF9
because CD34� cells from patients with AML–M5 and
t(9;11) (the chromosomal translocation that generates
MLL–AF9) were able to engraft NOD–SCID mice
[24,25]. Experiments with additional transcription-factor
oncogenes are needed to determine if these findings can be
generalized to other molecular classes of AML. Quantitat-
ive transcriptional profiling of LSCs in both studies indi-
cated that the LSC population had reactivated a set of
genes expressed at high levels in HSCs, including multiple
HoxA cluster genes, the transcription factor genes Meis1
and Mef2c and the gene for the Slam-family cell-surface
protein CD48 [17,61]. Interestingly, HoxA genes are
required for the induction of AML by MLL-fusion proteins
[63] and shRNA knockdown ofMef2c impairs leukemogen-
esis by clonogenic MLL–AF9+ cells [17]. Hence, transcrip-
tional profiling of LSCs might provide insights into
pathways of LSC self-renewal that can be mined for poten-
tial therapeutic targets.

In contrast toMLL fusions, inmurine AML induced by a
CALM (clathrin assembly lymphoid myeloid leukemia)–
AF10 (ALL fused gene from chromosome 10) fusion
transcription factor, the LSCs predominantly had the phe-
notype of early B-lymphoid progenitors (B220+CD11b�

Gr-1�) with clonal immunoglobulin heavy-chain gene re-
arrangements, whereas the bulk of the leukemic cells
expressed CD11b and Gr-1 with or without B220 [64].
Similar CALM–AF10+ B-lymphoid progenitors were ident-
ified in several patientswithCALM–AF10-associatedAML,
although these cells were not assessed for LSC activity by
xenotransplantation. These observations suggest that a
transformed progenitor with B-lymphoid characteristics
can propagate CALM–AF10+ AML, emphasizing the poten-
tial LSC diversity that might be present in human AML.

Myeloid blast crisis of CML can be modeled in mice by
co-transduction of progenitors with retroviruses expres-
sing BCR–ABL and a mutant transcription factor, such as
NUP98–HOXA9 [65], providing a promising newmodel for
the analysis of blast-crisis stem cells [56]. The LSCs in this
disease are predominantly Sca-1+CD34+c-Kitlo and
express the Flt3 receptor but lack expression of the SLAM
(signaling lymphocytic activation molecule)-family mem-
ber CD150 [56]. Although these LSCs are sensitive to
imatinib in vitro [65], in vivo they appear to be relatively
resistant to either imatinib or ionizing radiation [56], in
agreement with the high rate of relapse of CML blast-crisis
patients treated with kinase inhibitors [66].
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Targeting LSCs with drugs
One approach to eliminating LSCs is to target pathways
regulating stem-cell self-renewal. For example, inhibitors
of Wnt signaling might be beneficial in CML myeloid blast
crisis [32]. Approximately half of human T-cell ALLs (T-
ALLs) have activating mutations inNotch1 and treatment
with a g-secretase inhibitor, which blocks ligand-induced
Notch proteolysis and signaling, induces growth arrest and
apoptosis of T-ALL cells [67], although effects on LSCs
have not been assessed. However, treatments directed at
self-renewal pathways (such as Wnt and Notch) that are
shared between normal and leukemic stem cells might
have unacceptable toxicity to normal HSCs, particularly
when combined with cytotoxic chemotherapy. Our increas-
ing understanding of differences between normal HSCs
and LSCs suggests the exciting possibility of selectively
impairing the proliferation, survival or self-renewal of
LSCs with targeted drugs, while sparing normal HSCs.

One plausible molecular target in LSCs is NF-kB, a
transcription factor normally activated by inflammatory
stimuli and during lymphoid development, which is active
constitutively in most AML LSCs but not in normal, non-
stimulated hematopoietic progenitors [35]. The protea-
some-inhibitor MG-132, which inhibits NF-kB activation
through stabilization of its cellular inhibitor IkB, induced
apoptosis in CD34+CD38�AML cells while sparing normal
primitive progenitors [35,68]. Phase I/II trials of the role of
a US FDA-approved proteasome inhibitor, bortezomib, in
AML induction and maintenance therapy are in progress.
Another approach to blocking NF-kB is through inhibition
of IkB kinase (IKK), which phosphorylates and inactivates
IkB. Parthenolide, a novel sesquiterpene lactone natural
product with IKK-inhibitory activity, induces selective
apoptosis in AML stem cells coincident with NF-kB inhi-
bition, p53 activation and reactive oxygen species induc-
tion [69], although its precise mechanism of action is
unclear. Studies with more specific and potent IKK inhibi-
tors in AML consolidation and maintenance therapy are
warranted.

Another attractive therapeutic target in AML stem cells
is the PI3K–Akt–mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR)
pathway. The kinases Akt and mTOR are activated in
human AML blasts and treatment with inhibitors of
PI3K or mTOR, in combination with cytarabine or etopo-
side, induced apoptosis in AML cells and decreased the
abundance of LSCs [70,71]. Recent studies in mouse
models also implicate mTOR as an attractive drug target
for the selective elimination of LSCs. Conditional hema-
topoietic deletion of phosphatase and tensin homolog
(PTEN), a lipid phosphatase that regulates PI3K signaling
negatively, causes a MPD-like syndrome in mice, charac-
terized by initial proliferation and expansion of HSCs
followed by HSC depletion through decreased self-renewal
[16]. Similar to CML, the MPD in mice with hematopoietic
PTENdeficiency progresses to transplantable AML or ALL
within 6 weeks. In leukemic mice, LSCs were rare in total
marrow but enriched greatly in a population that
expressed HSC markers (Lin�Sca1+c-Kit+Flk-2�). Treat-
ment of mice with rapamycin, an mTOR inhibitor, pre-
vented the development of leukemia if treatment was
initiated before PTEN deletion. In mice with established
www.sciencedirect.com
leukemia, rapamycin prolonged survival while reducing
leukemic-cell proliferation and impairing the efficiency of
transplantation of leukemia to secondary recipients.
Although the effect of rapamycin on LSC frequency was
not measured directly, these results suggest that rapamy-
cin can eliminate PTEN-deficient LSCs [16]. By contrast,
rapamycin had the opposite effect on non-leukemic HSCs
that are present immediately following PTEN loss, redu-
cing their proliferation but enhancing their self-renewal
capacity [16]. Rapamycin and other mTOR inhibitors are
also in clinical trials in leukemia.

In acute promyelocytic leukemia (APL), the addition of
all-trans retinoic acid (ATRA) or arsenic trioxide to anthra-
cycline chemotherapy has increased dramatically the fre-
quency of complete remission and cure [72]. This implies
that these agents, which target the oncogenic transcription
factor PML (promyelocytic leukemia)–RARa (retinoic acid
receptor-a) specifically, must contribute to the elimination
of the LSCs. However, APL cells are typically unable to
engraft NOD–SCIDmice [20], so a direct assessment of the
frequency and phenotype of LSCs in APL has not been
possible [73]. Correlative studies suggest that the effect of
the two agents on primitive APL cells is distinct, with
ATRA inducing proliferation and differentiation and
arsenic inducing growth arrest and apoptosis [74].

In CML, the fact that most patients treated with
imatinib have residual disease detected by RT–PCR and
FISH [13,75] suggests that ABL kinase inhibitors might
not eradicate all CML stem cells. Quiescent CML stem
cells are resistant to killing by imatinib in vitro [76,77],
providing a potential explanation for disease persistence in
imatinib-treated patients. The resistant LSCs have a
single BCR–ABL gene by FISH analysis but produce high
levels of BCR–ABL and its phosphorylated substrate
pCrkL, whereas BCR–ABL kinase-domain mutations
associated with imatinib resistance are not detected
[78]. Dasatinib (which is �300 times more potent for
inhibition of BCR–ABL than imatinib) decreased pCrkL
levels in quiescent CML stem cells whereas imatinib did
not; however, neither drug eliminated the quiescent LSC
population [78]. Similar results were obtained with nilo-
tinib, a more potent version of imatinib [79]. Together,
these studies suggest that CML stem cells are resistant to
kinase inhibitors because they do not require BCR–ABL
signaling for survival in the quiescent state. Indeed, these
quiescent CML progenitors are resistant to multiple drugs
used alone or in combination with imatinib [80,81], in-
cluding cytarabine, etoposide, PI3K inhibitors, heat-shock
protein (HSP)90 antagonists and arsenic, all of which
induce apoptosis in cycling leukemia cells. Only the com-
bination of lonafarnib (a farnesyltransferase inhibitor) and
imatinib reduced significantly but did not eliminate the
quiescent CML LSC population [80]. This suggests that, if
quiescent CML stem cells could be induced to enter the cell
cycle, this might increase their sensitivity to BCR–ABL
kinase inhibitors. In agreement with this, two recent
studies have shown that pretreatment of CD34+ CML
progenitors with myeloid cytokines (granulocyte colony-
stimulating factor or granulocyte–macrophage colony-
stimulating factor) decreases the quiescent CML LSC
fraction and promotes their elimination by imatinib
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[82,83]. These results should motivate clinical trials that
test the effect of intermittent treatment with myeloid
cytokines and imatinib on residual disease in CML.

Targeting LSCs with antibodies
An alternative strategy to eliminate LSCs is to target
cell-surface molecules expressed on LSCs using antibodies
or other proteins. A crucial concern with this approach is
the specificity of expression of themolecule to be targeted –
ideally, it would be expressed on LSCs and perhaps also
differentiated normal hematopoietic cells but not on nor-
mal HSCs. CD33, a sialylated adhesion protein found on
the surface of normal immature myelomonocytic cells and
on many AML blasts, is also present on LSCs from some
AMLs [27]. Gemtuzumab ozogamicin (Mylotarg1), a
recombinant humanized anti-CD33 monoclonal antibody
conjugated with the cytotoxic antibiotic calicheamicin,
induces remissions in relapsed CD33+ AML and can elim-
inate MRD in APL [84]. Although it has not been studied
directly, it is likely that some of the therapeutic activity of
gemtuzumab is a result of direct killing of CD33+ AML
stem cells [85]. This, in turn, might help to explain the
efficacy of gemtuzumab in AML patients in whom the
blasts are CD33– predominantly [86]. However, prolonged
cytopenias (low blood counts) have been observed in some
AML patients treated with gemtuzumab, which might
reflect CD33 expression by some normal HSCs [27]. An
ongoing randomized clinical trial is testing the effect of
gemtuzumab treatment of AML patients in remission
before autologous stem-cell harvest and transplantation.

Another rational cell-surface target on AML stem cells
is CD123, the receptor for IL-3 [26]. A diptheria toxin–IL-3
fusion protein was toxic selectively to AML versus normal
hematopoietic progenitors in vitro and also decreased the
efficiency of AML engraftment of NOD–SCID mice, indica-
tive of an effect on LSCs. In combination with the che-
motherapeutic agent cytarabine, the fusion protein was
also effective in reducing the leukemic burden of NOD–
SCID mice engrafted with human AML [87].

VLA-4 (a4b1 integrin) is expressed on the cell surface of
a subset of human AMLs, where it mediates adhesive
interactions of leukemic cells with fibronectin and vascu-
lar-cell adhesionmolecule-1 within the bonemarrow niche.
VLA-4+ AML has a higher relapse rate following induction
chemotherapy than does VLA-4� AML [88], suggesting
that VLA-4 expression might insulate LSCs from cytotoxic
chemotherapy. Binding of VLA-4+ AML blasts to fibronec-
tin triggers PI3K–Akt signaling and protects these blasts
from chemotherapy-induced apoptosis in vitro, whereas
the combination of anti-VLA-4 antibody and cytarabine
can eradicate residual AML in xenografted mice [88].
Addition of anti-VLA-4 antibodies to standard AML con-
solidation therapy might help to eliminate LSCs and lead
to lower relapse rates in VLA-4+ AML.

CLL-1 (C-type lectin-like molecule-1), an adhesion
molecule of unknown function, is expressed preferentially
on many LSCs [15]. In normal marrow, CLL-1 is expressed
on CD38+ myeloid progenitors but not on CD34+CD38�

cells, making it an attractive therapeutic target. Although
antibody to CLL-1 apparently does not block engraftment
or impair viability of LSCs, at least some anti-CLL-1
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antibodies are internalized following cell-surface binding
[89], raising the possibility that they could be coupled to
toxins like calicheamicin to produce a cytotoxic response.

Yet another adhesion molecule, CD44, has emerged
recently as a promising target that is over-expressed on
both AML and CML stems cells relative to normal HSCs
[19]. CD44 is a widely expressed transmembrane glyco-
protein that exists in more than 20 different isoforms,
binds to hyaluronan, selectins and osteopontin and has
pleiotropic functions in organogenesis, cell homing and
migration as well as tumor cell metastasis [90]. Certain
anti-CD44 monoclonal antibodies (clones H90 and A3D8)
can trigger terminal differentiation and apoptosis of AML
blasts [91], particularly the M1 to M5 subtypes (Box 1). A
recent study demonstrated that the H90 anti-CD44 anti-
body also targets LSCs in human AML [19]. Injection of
H90 into NOD–SCID mice engrafted with human AML
reduced the leukemic burden and abolished secondary
transplantation of leukemia, indicative of LSC elimin-
ation, whereas H90 had no effect on the engraftment of
normal human marrow or cord blood. Part of the effect of
H90 on LSCs wasmediated by the disruption of LSC–niche
interactions in primary or secondary recipients, although
there was also evidence of LSC differentiation and of loss of
LSC self-renewal capacity [19].

In a complementary study, CD44 was found to be
required for homing and engraftment of LSCs in themouse
retroviral transplant model of CML [18]. BCR–ABL
induces defects in b1 integrin function, which are required
for homing and engraftment of normal HSCs [92]. CML
stem cells rely instead on selectins and their ligands for
efficient engraftment [93] and CD44 contributes selectin
counter-receptors on CML stem cells through a specialized
glycoform known as hematopoietic E- and L-selectin ligand
(HCELL) [94]. In transplants with CD44-deficient mice,
CD44 was required specifically on donor BCR–ABL+ cells
for efficient homing and engraftment of cells initiating
CML-like leukemia but not for engraftment of normal
HSCs or of lymphoid progenitors that initiate BCR–
ABL+ B-cell ALL. Engraftment and leukemogenesis were
restored by direct intrafemoral transplantation of CD44-
deficient LSCs or by ectopic expression of human CD44 in
the LSCs, whereas in vitro treatment with a different
CD44 antibody blocked engraftment of CD44+ LSCs par-
tially [18]. Whereas CML stem cells can engraft and con-
tribute to leukemic relapse in patients treated by
autologousHSC transplantation [95], these results suggest
that blocking CD44 or HCELL might interfere preferen-
tially with homing and engraftment of CML stem cells
without affecting repopulation by normal HSCs.

Summary and future directions
The era of targeted therapy for leukemia and other cancers
has arrived. The targeted eradication of leukemia stem
cells, which might be essential for permanent cure, is a
muchmore challenging task (Box 2). Owing to the efforts of
many different laboratories, we are beginning to under-
stand the properties of LSCs and how they differ from
normal HSCs. Going forward, we should expect bio-
chemical and genetic studies of LSCs derived from human
samples and mouse models to contribute additional



Box 2. Outstanding issues

It is postulated, but not proven, that leukemia stem cells (LSCs) are

responsible for the persistence and relapse of leukemia following

cytotoxic or targeted therapy. As a corollary, eradication of LSCs

might be necessary to cure leukemia. To achieve this in the clinic,

progress must be made in several areas.

� The cell-surface immunophenotype of LSCs must be further

defined by xenotransplantation assays. Of particular importance

are markers expressed specifically on LSCs and not on normal

HSCs.

� The signaling pathways underlying the survival, cell-cycle control

and self-renewal ability of LSCs and how they differ from normal

HSCs should be better understood.

� Targeted therapies against these pathways must be developed.

These could include small molecules and biologicals (antibodies

and fusion proteins). High-throughput drug screening and

chemical genetic approaches might be indicated.

� We need facile methods to quantify LSCs in clinical samples (e.g.

flow cytometry) that do not rely on limiting-dilution xenotrans-

plantation.
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rational targets for specific therapy towards their
elimination. We should appreciate that the LSCs from
different blood cancers might be different in their pheno-
typic properties and self-renewal pathways and these will
need to be defined for each disease. There will be a major
focus on discovering genetic lesions in LSCs that render
them uniquely sensitive to inhibition of other pathways,
leading to ‘synthetic lethality’. This concept is illustrated
by the selective response of PTEN-deficient AML to
rapamycin [16] and the profound sensitivity of BRCA-1/
2-mutant breast cancers to PARP (poly ADP-ribose poly-
merase) inhibition [96]. Because of the close similarities
between normal stem cells and LSCs, we should not expect
too many of these ‘magic bullets’ and, when LSC-specific
therapy finds it way to the clinic, it is probable that a
careful balance of targeted and cytotoxic therapies will be
necessary to maximize LSC killing and minimize toxicity.
This, in turn, will require robust methods to monitor LSC
frequency and MRD in clinical samples and the identifi-
cation of leukemic progenitors in AML [28] and ALL [97] by
flow cytometry is an important step forward. Finally, we
should not forget that the immune system is responsible for
the eradication of residual LSCs in patients treated by
allogeneic HSC transplantation and probably also in those
whom are ‘cured’ by conventional chemotherapy as well.
Although outside the scope of this review, immunothera-
peutic strategies to eliminate LSCs will probably become
an important part of the post-remission care of patients
with leukemia [98].
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